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OCPS Distance Learning Packet 
Kindergarten ELA 

May 18 - 27, 2020 

Important Packet Notes: 
● In this packet students will connect their learning of the reading concepts and use them to write a research book

based on a provided prompt. You will find that the skills that they have been practicing over the last several weeks at
home are embedded in how they will gather information, plan and complete this writing task.

● This packet will cover Week 8 (5/18-5/5/22) and the two days in Week 9 (5/26-5/27).

Day Skill Instructions 

Monday 
5/18 

Introduction to Research 

Asking Questions 

● Review Learning: What is Research?
● Write a question or wondering you have about mammals

● Read pages 3- 7 The Nice Mice* to someone.
● Circle the author, illustrator, and title

Tuesday 
5/19 Identifying Key Details 

● Review Learning: Gathering Information/ Identifying Key Details
● Guided Practice with excerpts from Giraffes

● Read pages 8 - 12 The Nice Mice* to someone.
● Sort the the short and long /i/ words (found on the last page of

the decodable)

Wednesday 
5/20 

Mixed Standards Review 

Identifying Key Details 

● Review Learning: Gathering Information to prepare for research
writing

● Read Squirrels, Complete the text-dependent questions
● Reread The Nice Mice* to someone.

● Underline these high frequency words: always, far, find,, with

Thursday 
5/21 Research Writing: Planning 

● Review Learning: Understanding the Prompt and Planning
● Complete planning organizer
● Reread The Nice Mice*to someone.

Friday 
5/22 Research Writing: 

Touch - Tell - Write 

● Review Learning: Research Writing - Planning, Touch & Tell,
Writing

● Touch and tell what you will write and complete the writing
○ Title Page
○ Two Information Pages

Tuesday 
5/26 

Research Writing: 
Touch - Tell - Sketch 

● Review Learning: Research Writing - Touch & Tell, Sketch
● Touch and Tell what you will illustrate and complete the illustrations

○ Title Page
○ Two Information Pages

Wednesday 
5/27 

Sharing Research ● Review Learning: Research Writing - Sharing
● Read your research book to someone in your family.

Daily: Read a book of your choice for 30 minutes each day 
(*The reading of the decodable book(s) could be used as part of that 30 minutes of choice reading.)

*The Nice Mice is a decodable reader that can be found at the end of the ELA packet.
● The Nice Mice focuses on  long /i/ vowel sound as in kite.  Spelling the long /i/ vowel sound with a

silent e is the most common.

** If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their teacher. All 
Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this distance learning 
experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connection. 
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Monday (5/18) 

What is Research? 

Over the next few days we will research a group of animals called mammals 
and how they care for their young (babies).  By the end of our research you will 
write a research book about one of the mammals we’ve researched.   

Two questions popped into my mind when I heard our topic was mammals. 
(review the two questions/wonderings above). 
You may have other questions or wonderings about mammals and how they 
care for their young.  Jot down a question or wondering you have: 
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Tuesday (5/19) 
Identifying Key Details 

This is our first time doing a research project.  In order to help you with gathering 
the appropriate information (key details) while reading, we will go through 
guided examples of each step throughout our lesson.   

Before we begin our research, it is important for us to understand the prompt 
(review the prompt and support boxes below). 

The question within the prompt gives us our purpose for reading.  We must find 
the ways mammals care for their young.  

Authors often provide the reader with lots of information about the topic.  We 
may think this information is very interesting, but it may not help us answer the 
prompt.  When we locate details that help us answer the prompt, we will 
underline them in text. 

Today you are going to read part of an informational text on one mammal you 
may have heard of, giraffes.  Read the model of how to read and annotate for 
key details.  
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Read the excerpt to the right. Then walk your 
child through the instruction below. 

While I was reading this excerpt, I learned 
many things about baby giraffes, or calves.  I 
won’t need all of this information.  Only the 
details that answer the question: how does a 
mammal care for its young?  

In this section, the author is describing 
how the mother feeds her calf milk. This is one 
way a mother cares for her young.  I will 
underline these two sentences so that I won’t 
forget these key details.   

The author also tells the reader that 
the calf drinks its mother’s milk for one 
year.  I will also underline this detail.   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Let’s practice!  First, read another excerpt about giraffes.   

In these two paragraphs, the author is 
describing how mother giraffes protect their 
young.  This is another way they care for their 
young. 

So, we don’t forget, underline a few key 
details the author provided that answer the 
question: how does a mammal care for its 
young?  

(Your child should underline, “mother giraffe’s watch 
over all the calves.  The mothers protect them and 
keep them safe.”, “And they do their best to protect 
their babies.”) 
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Wednesday (5/20) 
Today you will begin your own research on a mammal you probably have seen 
around your neighborhood,  squirrels.  Remember while you are reading you 
should be finding and underlining key details that answer the prompt question, 

How does a mammal care for its young? 

Directions: Read the text, Squirrels, then answer the text-dependent questions. 

1. What do baby squirrels, kittens, drink when they are young?

A. They drink formula from a bottle.

B. They drink milk from their mother.

C. They drink water off the leaves on the tree.

2. Why do squirrels build two nests in trees?

A. To be close to the food.

B. To have a great view of the neighborhood.

C. To protect the babies and family from predators.

3. What reason does the author give to support the point:

The kittens are completely helpless. 

A. They eat seeds and nuts.

B. Their eyes are closed for four or five weeks.

C. They hibernate in trees during the cold weather.

Don’t forget, underline key details in the text that help you answer the 
research question. 
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Thursday (5/21) 
Research Writing Planning 

Now that we have completed our research, the next step is to plan what we will write.  Let’s 
go step-by-step through the planning process.

Step 1:  Identify your Topic. 
Example 

The prompt tells us to write about a 
mammal.    

“I am choosing to write about giraffes.  That 
means my topic will be giraffes.  I am going 
to write my topic on my planning sheet.” 

Step 1:  Identify your Topic. 
Your Turn 

You will be writing about squirrels.  Write squirrels on the blank line within box 1 labeled, 
Topic, on the planning page. 

Step 2: Collecting Evidence 
The facts and information that you found about how the mammal cares for their young. 

Example 
Let’s look back at the key details that I underlined in the giraffe text. I am going to think about how they are 
connected. 
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I am going to write my connections in the 
evidence box on the planning sheet. 

Step 2: Collecting Evidence 
Your Turn 

Look at the key details you underlined in the squirrel text.  How are they connected? 
Record these connections in box 2 labeled, Evidence, on your planning page.   

Step 3: Develop your Point 
Example 

The point comes from the evidence (key details) you found and the connections you 
made.  If we look back at the evidence I wrote in Step 2, nursing their young and 
protecting their calves are both ways giraffes care for their young. 

I am going to write this down as my point on my planning 
page.

Step 3: Develop your Point 
Your Turn 

Look at the evidence you wrote down in Step 2.  Once you know how they are related, 
develop and write your point in box 3 on your planning sheet. 

Step 4: Create the Main Idea 

Example  Your Turn 

When you add the topic and the point together, 
you will get the main idea. 

My main idea would be: 
Giraffes care for their young. 

● Look at your planning sheet.

● Touch box 1 and say your topic.

● Now, touch box 3 and say your
point.

● Say both your topic and point
together.  This is your main idea.
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Name: __________________________________________ Planning Page 

Topic Point 

Step 1.  Step 3. 

Evidence

Step 2. 
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Friday (5/22)
Research Writing 

Yesterday you completed the planning for your research book.  Today we will go 
through the Touch - Tell - Write process.  Let’s begin by looking at the pages of our 
research book.  (You may choose to explain the purpose for each page using the graphic below 
or the actually research book pages)  

Each of these pages has a specific 
purpose for our writing: 
● Title Page: This page will give the title,

an image of the mammal, and the
student’s name.

● Main Idea: This page will give the
main idea of your research.

● Evidence: This page will provide the
reader with details or  information
about how mammals care for their
young.

Now let’s review the Touch - Tell - Write process we will use today. 
 

Touch and Tell: Title Page 

● Tell someone the title of your research book (page 1 of the research book).
Have your child turn to the title page, touch the line for the title, and tell you the title. 

● Tell someone the name of the author, which is you!
Have your child point to the author line and tell the name of the author 

Touch and Tell: Main Idea Page 

● Tell someone your main idea (page 2 of the research book).
○ Look back at your planning page, add the topic (box 1) and

the point (box 3) together.

Have your child turn to the first page of their book, touch the writing lines, and tell the main idea. 

Touch and Tell: Evidence Page 

● Tell someone the evidence you will write (page 3 of the research book).

○ Look back at your planning page to help you.

Have your child turn to each evidence page, touch the writing lines, and tell what they will write.

Write: It’s time for you to become the author   
Have your child turn to each page and complete the writing portion of the task. 

(If you choose, you can have your child write after they Touch and Tell each page.) 
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Main Idea Page 
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Evidence Page 
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Tuesday (5/26)
Illustrate Your Research 

You completed the writing of your research book.  Before we begin with today’s activities, 
take a few moments to reread what you wrote.   

Today you will illustrate your book by following the  Touch - Tell - Sketch process. Remember, 
illustrators always match their drawings to the words the author writes.  

Touch and Tell: Title Page 

● Tell someone the image you will illustrate on the title page (page 1 of

the research book).

Have your child turn to the title page, touch the image box, and explain what 
they will draw. 

Touch and Tell: Main Idea Page 

● Tell someone what you will illustrate on your main idea page (page 2 of

the research book).

Have your child turn to the second page, touch the image box, and tell what 
they will draw. 

Touch and Tell: Evidence Pages 

● Tell someone what you will illustrate for the evidence page (page 3).

Have your child turn to the evidence page, touch the image box, and tell what 
they will draw.  

Sketch: It’s time for you to become the illustrator   
Have your child turn to each page and complete their illustrations. 

(If you choose, you can have your child sketch/draw after they Touch and Tell each page.) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Wednesday (5/27) 
Share Your Research 

You did it! You wrote your first research book.   

Now it’s time to share your writing with your family. 
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Sort the words in the word bank by short /o/ and long /o/ sounds. 

Word Bank 

trip     bike      life    it    drink     smile    until   side 

Short i/ 
(like in itch) 

Long /i/ 
(like in kite) 
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